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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
(updated 17 November 2013 by the Health and Safety Committee)
tnshsc@gmail.com or staracademyhsc@gmail.com

1) What is the Scope of Work?
The overall scope of the construction project includes replacement of every brick on the exterior of the building,
replacement of the cast ornamentation and parapets, replacement of the roof, and waterproofing of sections of the
foundation. All the work is exterior.
The following “Summary of Work” is from SCA Drawing T002.00 and provides a detailed outline of the general
construction.

2) What is the long term schedule?
The job is expected to take two years. The initial phase of the job has already begun and it includes asbestos
abatement of the painted brick to a height of 12’ which will allow the excavation of several areas around the
perimeter of the building and waterproofing of the foundation. The contractor will build a “sidewalk bridge” around
the perimeter of the building with pipe scaffolding above that. They will continue asbestos abatement on the brick
and expect the complete paint abatement to take until the end of summer 2014.
They will also begin removing every single piece of cast terracotta and shipping them to a fabricator to be molded
and recast. This will continue for the length of the project.
Once the abatement is completed they will begin removing and disposing of every brick on the exterior of the
building. The building is comprised of two layers of brick. They will repair any damaged interior brick and install a
vapor barrier in the space between the two layers of brick. Then they will replace exterior layer of brick with new
brick and mortar.
This detail from SCA Drawings A407.00 shows the typical brick removal and replacement. The hatched bricks will
be removed and replaced and the unhatched brick is the structure that remains and the waterproofing goes
between them. After the brick replacement, they will replace the entire roof.

3) What is the short term schedule?
We receive “two week look aheads” at our construction meetings. They are subject to change based on weather,
unforeseen conditions, etc. They should be considered guidelines only. We will try to post these to the TNS
website promptly after the meetings.
For the week beginning 18 November 2013 they are scheduled to abate paint at the southeast and northeast
corners of the building on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday. Thursday and Friday they will set up fencing
on the west side of the building.

4) What is the method used for asbestos abatement?
What we have is asbestos containing paint. It is “nonfriable”, which means it does not produce dust when
removed with nonmechanical methods. The method used to remove the paint is application of chemical paint
remover (Back to Nature VIII), which is sealed with heavy plastic taped to the surrounding walls. This both
encloses the area and keeps the paint remover from evaporating. The resulting soft, sludgy paint is scraped from
the walls the following work period. Then it is disposed of in labeled containers. This method does not produce
dust, which is the hazard that asbestos presents.When they work in areas adjacent to windows (primarily the North
and South Elevations of the building) they will seal the windows from the exterior with duct tape and heavy (6 mil)
plastic. This will remain in place while they work in the area. They will also similarly seal things like air
conditioners and other vents.
We have assurances that no workers will enter the building at all. There will be a supervisor who walks through
the building at the end of the work period with a custodian to monitor the conditions inside the building.

5) What is the paint remover they are using?
It is Back to Nature VIII (Sunnyside Corporation  225 Carpenter Ave, Wheeling, IL 60090  tel 847.541.5700) Here
is a link to the safety information (Material Safety Data Sheet MSDS) under the Health and Safety heading on the
TNS website.

6) What kind of air testing do they do and what happens with a failed test?
The air monitoring is being done by Taylor Environmental (130A Jericho Turnpike, Floral Park, NY 11001
tel:516.358.2955.) They are required to be on site whenever the asbestos abatement contractor (Abtron, 155
Water St. Brooklyn NY, 11201 tel: 718.310.3682) is working. Basically they use air sniffing machines with a filter
that collects, throughout the work period, whatever is in the air proximal to the work area. The filter is then tested
for asbestos fibers. If there is a positive test they will reclean the work area and test the air inside the building in
rooms adjacent to the work area. The interior testing was a major concession the Health and Safety Committee
got the SCA to agree to after much negotiation. They claim (because the chemical paint removal doesn't produce
dust) that in decades of doing this they have never had a positive test. They will issue, to both principals, a
"release letter" certifying that the building is safe to reoccupy after each paint removal work day's negative test. If
there were to be a positive test inside the building, we would not be allowed to occupy the school until it was
cleaned and retested negative.

7) How will they clean the work areas?
The standard cleaning that they do at the end of each work day will include cleaning the scaffolding and netting and
worksite in general. If there were to be a positive test in the air proximal to the work area they would have to
reclean and have air testing inside the building. As far as I know, there are no specific provisions related to the
school yard. I can ask about this at our next construction meeting (I believe Tuesday Nov 26th.)

8) Who do I contact with questions or concerns?
Please contact either tnshsc@gmail.com or staracademyhsc@gmail.com for general questions.
For true health and safety emergencies at the school call the School Construction Authority Emergency Hotline at
(718) 4722515.

